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LNGS 401 Lecture 7 

Tone and autosegmental phonology   October 4 2016 

Dr. Fusheini Hudu 

 

Last week... 

 The problem of linear theory in the analysis of tone 

 The need for an alternative approach and an intro to autosegmental phonology. 

 

Today... 

 Why we need autosegmental phonology: Expressing contour tones, account for 

tonal stability, floating tones, etc. 

 

Objectives: by the end of today's class, you should be able to... 

 Explain autosegmental phonology 

 Compare and contrast autosegmental phonology and linear generative phonology. 

 Appreciate the need for autosegmental phonology. 

 

Autosegmental phonology, the main idea: 

 Tone is independent of segments. The only link is that, the segment carries the tone. 

The tone cannot be seen without the segment. 

 It's like a cripple carried by someone with strong legs. Both are separate human 

beings, but in order for the cripple to move, the strong-legged person must also 

move. The cripple cannot be seen without the strong-legged person. 

 The tone and the segment are linked via association lines. This means there are 

several possibilities in terms of association: (a) one-to-one, (b) one-to-many, (c) 

many-to-one, (d) floating tone, (e) toneless TBU. 

 

 a.  T     T  b. T  c. T T  d. T    e. 

    VC0V        VC0V     V                V 

 In instances of one-to-one and many-to-one associations, there can be two or more 

different level tones. 

(a) H L      (b)  L  H   (c)  H L (d) L H     

        papa (pápà)  papa (pàpá)    pa (pâ)  pa (pǎ)       

 A contour tone is always the result of a many-to-one association of tone to TBUs, as 

examples (c) and (d) show. The contour tone is not special, it is merely a sequence 

of two different level tones associated with one TBU. 

 Autosegmental phonology and contour tones. 

 When rules take place, the resulting contour tones are due to re-association between 

tones and TBUs. Let's the take the two rules that linear theory could not analyse: H 

→ R/{L, F}__ and L → F/{H,R}___ 
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 Each rule states two environments under which contours are formed. In (a), H 

becomes R after L and also after F. 

 An important point is that, both L and F end with L, as can be seen in (b) and (d) 

above. Thus any tone that comes after L or F comes after a L. The two tones are 

the same as far as their relationship with following tones is concerned.  

 What that means is that, the H initial tone in F has no effect on the eventual 

outcome. The two UR forms are shown below. 

   L   H (H tone following a low tone)  H L H (H tone following a falling tone). 

  V   V                V    V        

 To express the lack of effect of the H tone in the triggering environment, we put it in 

parenthesis. The assimilatory process is expressed as a dotted association linking 

the TBU to the new tone it has acquired. In the surface form, the dotted line is 

changed to a solid line. These are shown below. 

     /(H) L H/ → (H) L H →  (H) L H 

      V  V           V V         V V 

 Notice that in this example, the second vowel bears the tone that is the target of the 

tonal assimilation, the first bears the tone that triggers the assimilatory process. 

 Rule B: L → F/{H,R}__ (which linear theory could not analyse) also gets a 

straightforward analysis because H and R both end in H. Thus whether the trigger is 

H or R, the target is preceded by H. 

  (L) H  L  →    (L)  H  L  → (L) H    L 

   

     V    V   V   V      V  V  

 

Exercise: do an AP analysis of the remaining two rules we studied on Monday. 

Tonal stability/tone preservation. 

 Another strength of Autosegmental Phonology is to account for tone preservation/ 

stability. In tone languages, the deletion of a TBU does not result in the deletion of 

the tone it bears. When TBUs are deleted, the tone they bear usually remain, 

producing contour tones.  

 This is illustrated in the data on Yekhee, illustrated below. 

  a.  /ídzé élà →  [ídzélà]  ‘three axes’  

   b.  /èké élà →  [èkélà]   ‘three rams’  

  c. /òké òkpá  → [òkôkpá]   ‘one ram’ 

  d. /ówà ówà/  → [ówǒwà] ‘every house’  

 

 If the tone feature is part of the segment as assumed in linear derivational theory, it 

will not be possible for the tone to remain when the segment, along with all the 

features it bears, deletes. 
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 In Autosegmental Phonology, the analysis is a straightforward one. All that happens 

is that, the preserved tone re-links to another TBU. 

 Example with /òké òkpá  → [òkôkpá]  ‘one ram’ and /èké élà →  [èkélà] ‘three rams’  

 

  UR          V deletion and   Tone re-linking Surface form 

     floating tone 

  L  H L   H → LH L H  →  L  H L  H → LH L H   

   

  oke okpa  ok  okpa     ok okp a  okokpa 

 

 In /èké élà →  [èkélà], the deletion of the TBU results in a sequence of two H tones. 

This is simplified to one H tone by a the application of twin sister convention:  (No 

adjacent identical tones on one vowel). 

 

 UR       V deletion and   Tone   Twin sister   Surface          

    floating tone    re-linking convention   form     

 L   H  HL → L  H H L →  L HH L   → L  H L   L  H L 

                    

 eke   ela  ek    ela   ek  ela  ek ela   ek ela 

 

 What forces the unlinked (floating) tone that results from the deletion of the vowel to 

re-link to another TBU? It is the welformedness condition: (all TBUs must 

(eventually) bear some tone, and all tones must be born by some TBU). 

Floating tone. 

 The final tonal pattern that supports AP is floating tone. A floating tone is one that at 

some point is not associated with any TBU.  

 Sometimes a floating tone may be part of the UR, as illustrated in the Anlo. 

 Read the handout on floating tone in the Anlo Dialect of Ewe. 

 

 


